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Overview

▶ Demand for public goods affected by property tax deductions on
taxable income: Property tax deductions can ↑ demand for public
goods; public goods → house prices → ↑ property taxes

▶ Exploit the variation in the decline of property owners filing for
deductions due to changes in federal tax codes driven by TCJA in
2017 → $10,000 deduction limit on SALT → 61% ↓ in residents
filing for tax deductions.

▶ Examine how the ↓ in % residents deducting property taxes
influences demand for public goods. [10% ↓ in deducting residents ↓
5.1% ”Yes” votes for school spending]

▶ Examine the heterogeneous marginal effects of education spending
on housing values for high & low deduction areas [+ (-) effects for
high (low) deduction neighborhoods]

▶ Conclude that there is over- (under-) provision of public goods in
low (high) deduction neighborhoods
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Overall comments

1. I have learnt a lot. A well written piece of work.

2. Important research question with policy implications to many
fields, including tax design and provision of public goods.

3. Attractive & direct proposition to solve a difficult problem -
equitable & efficient distribution to public goods using tax
design.

4. Clean theoretical framework to link tax deductions to
provision of public goods.

5. Externally valid research design incorporating nationwide data

6. Focus my discussion on the empirical parts. Main comments:
▶ Testing of theoretical predictions with empirics can be

improved.
▶ First [voting] & Second [capitalization] section of the paper

seems detached.
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1: Endogeneity concerns over Capitalization tests

Comparative statics assumes an exogenous shift in parameters of interest,
but the variable(s) of interest in the empirical tests are likely to be endoge-
nous.

Empirical specification:

School spending (EXPj) & % Deduction (Dedsharej) likely to be corre-
lated with: local factors & neighborhood characteristics. Requires exoge-
nous variation in school spending to conclude whether public goods are
efficiently provided & % Deduction to claim that ∆ tax deductions can af-
fect the efficiency in public goods provision. Tricky to test the theoretical
predictions with existing empirical model.
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Some tell-tale signs.....

Share of deduction highly correlated with median income and edu-
cation levels.

** P.S: This is clearly highlighted by the authors....
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Deductions are prevalent in richer neighborhoods and non-existing in poorer
districts in Pennsylvania. [Not sure if this is the case in California] 61%
in the deductions [driven by TCJA] could disproportionately come from
richer neighborhoods?
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Some tell-tale signs.....

Negative (or Null) coefficients associated with police (school) spending
and house prices: Less desirable neigborhoods spending more on crime
& schooling → unobserved neighborhood characteristics correlated with
spending and house prices. Previous literature attempts to identify exoge-
nous variation in spending (Brueckner, 1982; Barrow & Rouse, 2004; Bayer
et al., 2020) when estimating HP regressions.
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Under or Over provision or something else?

Hence, positive correlation between capitalization & % deduction → is
it capturing a higher WTP for school quality? Bayer et al. (2007) has
shown, intuitively, that richer and/or more educated households have a
larger WTP for better schools.
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Some remarks:

Therefore, it is strong statement to conclude that:

▶ negative (positive) capitalization = over-provision (under-provision)
of public goods in neighborhoods without deductions (with
deductions)

▶ no capitalization = efficient provision

My concern is...

▶ cross-sectional school spending & tax deductions → correlated with
neigborhood/socio-economic factors.

▶ positive capitalization = larger WTP from more educated & richer
households.

▶ negative capitalization = smaller/negative WTP from lowly
educated & poorer households.

▶ ∆ in deductions from TCJA → richest/most educated neigborhoods
gets the biggest ∆ in deductions. Could be too strong to claim that
the variation driven by TCJA is exogenous.
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If cross-sectional school spending is exogenous....
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Some suggestions:

1. Panel data to partial out time-invariant neighborhood charac-
teristics that could be correlated with school spending and de-
duction share.

2. Instruments for school spending & deductions.
▶ School spending: Barrow & Rouse (2004) → predicted school

spending. Bayer et al. (2020) → school spending reforms.
[Might need panel data]

▶ Deductions: ??? Can we use the variation from TCJA?
Problem is there is no spatial variation?

3. Tricky since the main variable of interest is the interactions of
spending & deductions; can consider using a control function
approach (Wooldridge, 2015). Interact exogenous variation of
key variables (spending and deductions) , by controlling for
endogenous variations (residuals of 1st stage).
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2: Empirical specification for school spending referendums

The current specification takes the following form:

If I am not wrong, ChangeDedj is time invariant measure of deductions
between 2017 & 2018. Why adopt a level - change specification? Is this
driven by data limitations?

▶ Do we expect existing changes in deductions have any effects on
historical referendum winning margins? [Parallel Trend Test]

▶ I suggest restricting the analysis to the years of 2017, 2018 and
2019, including deductions in levels. Alternatively, can estimate a
first - difference school district level regression.

▶ ChangeDedj : Do we see the largest (smallest) changes in the richest
(poorest) districts?
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3: Aligning deduction & voting and capitalization analyses

▶ The two set of empirical analyses can be more compatible:
▶ Different settings - Voting is on California while Capitalization

is across US → consider repeating the analysis just for school
districts in California.

▶ Exploiting the variation in deductions from 2017 TCJA for
capitalization analysis.

▶ Doing so could facilitate the discussion of results.

▶ Can consider discussing the economic implications of tax
deductions using your estimates.
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Concluding remarks

▶ Important paper with an interesting proposition. Theory is
straightforward and clear.

▶ Novel to relate how tax deductions can influence the provision
of public goods.

▶ Several (identification) problems were highlighted by the
authors in the paper.

▶ Hard to interpret the results of heterogeneous effects [Section
5] if spending and deductions are endogenously determined.

▶ Improvement in empirics, with a focus on identifying
exogenous variation in the 2 endogenous variables (spending
& deductions), will make this paper much more convincing.
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